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I. Introduction. 

The research is based on the observation that despite the extraordinarily rich 

coordination chemistry of technetium and rhenium and several notable successes in 

reagent design, the extensive investigations by numerous research groups on a variety of 

N& and N3S donor type ligands and on “ I C  have revealed that the chemistries of 

these ligands with Tc and Re are rather complex, giving rise to considerable difficulties 

in the development of reliable procedures for the development of radiopharmaceutical 

reagents. It i s  now evident that the MAG3 technology offers well-defined reagents 

which are relatively unstable under imaging conditions; in contrast, the HYNIC 

analogues are chemically robust but less well-defined and poorly characterized at the 
tracer level. Consequently, the proposed research will focus on the development of an 
innovative approach to labeling peptides with technetium e9mTc) and rhenium (lS6Re 

and ‘88Re), by creating single amino acid analogs applicable to current peptide 
synthetic methods and to bifunctional conjugate strategies that will provide facile and 
stable complex formation. The work outlined in the following sections focuses on the 

development of synthetic strategies and the radiolabeling and testing of 99Tc-labeled 

peptides containing single amino acid analogue chelates as novel imaging probes. The 
objective is the design of a family of single amino aczd chelators (SAAC) based on 
pyridyl, carboxylate andor thiolate derivatized lysine, alanine and diamino diacids for 

conjugation to small peptides by solid phase synthetic techniques. 

the technetium-organohydrazino core can be exploited in the development of w”rc- 

peptide conjugates and that the identity of the coligand may dramatically influence the 

pharmacological preparation, as well as the biodistributions of the compounds. These 

The investigations summarized in this section evolve from the demonstration that 
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observations drove the elaboration of the coordination chemistry of the Tc- 

organohydrazino core and the development of novel coligands. However, the extensive 

investigations on the coordination chemistry of the Tc-hydrazino system led us to 

conclude that the organohydrazines are inferior chelates and that alternative approaches 

to effective labeling should be explored. The preliminary studies on the development of 

the single amino acid analog chelators exploiting the {Tc(CO)3}+’ core represent a 

novel strategy for the development of imaging agents. 

11. The Technetium(II1)-Bishydrazino core {Tc(H,NNR)~}~+ in 99mTc-Labeled 
Chemotactic Peptide Derivatives. We have developed chemotactic peptides which 

incorporated the w”rc binding group HYNIC (h ydrazinonicotinamide). This complexing 

agent when added to the lysine extended C-terminus of the peptide sequence enabled 

robust labeling at high specific activity. Separation of the unlabeled peptide from the 

technetium-labeled peptide was easily achievable on HPLC and facilitated by the nature 

of the starting technetium complex. 

A significant structural feature associated with the [Tc(”IC- 

peptide),(coligand),] reagents is the necessity of a multidentate coligand to bond to the 

remaining available coordination sites about the Tc(III)-organohydrazino core. By 

varying the identity of the coligand, we have demonstrated that the distribution of 99”rc- 

labeled-”IC derivatized chemotactic peptides may be modulated. This study 

employed analogs of the polyhydric ligand, glucoheptonate, which was initially 

employed to facilitate w’?k radiolabeling of the HYNIC moiety of both proteins and 

peptides. The compounds used (glucoheptonate, mannitol, glucarate and glucamine) 

provided a small series of hydroxyl-backbone ligands which differ in the number and 

type of ionizable functional groups. At imaging times of 3 and 18 h, [99”rc(”IC-f- 

MLFK)x(mannitol),] had the lowest levels of accumulation in bowel and the highest level 

of accumulation in infected tissue. In addition to influencing biodistribution and 

excretion, the choice of coligand significantly affects other chemical and biological 

properties of the conjugates, such as the stoichiometry of the complex, chromatographic 

separation of labeled and unlabeled peptide and targeting of infection. For infection 

imaging, peptide radiolabeled with 99yc-mannitol has the most favorable combination of 

concentration in infected tissue, T/B ratio and biodistribution in infected organs. 



However, it is significant that thiolate-based ligands appear to offer considerable 

advantages in purity of preparations and stability of the complexes. 

This latter observation led to the development of a class of tridentate ligands, such 

as bis(mercaptoethy1)methylamine (NSz), which may constrain the possible coordination 

geometries and improve overall stability. To investigate this hypothesis, we synthesized 

NS2, converted the [Tc(HYNIC-f-MLFK), (mannitol),] to the corresponding NS2 
containing complex [Tc(”IC-~-MLFK)~(NS~)], and 

Figure 1. Right: representative whole-body anterior images of rabbits at 3 and 18 h after injection of [9R”rc(”IC-f- 

MLFK),(mannitol)J (left) and phPTc(HYNIC-f-MLFKk(NSz)] (center and right). Center: Average values of tissue concentration of 
~c(”IC-f-MLFK~(mannitol&] and [9R”rc(HYNlC-f-MLFKk(NSt)] in rabbits at IS after intravenous injection. Right: 
Average values of infected to normal muscle (open bars) and pus to normal muscle (solid bars) ratios at IS h after injection of 

~c@IYNIC-f-MLFK)&nannitol)J and [~P”~c(HYNIC-~-MLFK)Z(NSZ)]. 

compared its infection imaging and biodistribution properties with [Tc(HYNIC-f- 

MLmO,(mannitol),]. HPLC, ROI analysis, and tissue radioactivity measurements 

indicate that the [Tc(”IC-~-MLFK)~(NS~) ] complex is chemically homogeneous and 

exhibits improved infection localization and biodistribution properties (Figure 1). 
In order to provide a structural basis for the interaction of the { Tc-”IC } core 

with NS2 and related ligand types, the reactions of [MC13(NNCs“H)(NHNCs“)] [M 
= Tc (la), Re (lb)] (see Figure 2) with CH~N(CH~CHZSH)~ (NSz), C S H ~ ~ - ~ , ~ - ( C H ~ S H ) ~  

’ 

Figure 2. The structure of [TcCl3(”Cs€€+“)(N”CsHdV)]. 



and O(CH2CH2SH)2, as well as the bidentate N,S-donor ligands pyridine-2-thiol and 3- 
(trimethlysily)pyridne-2-thiol, were investigated. The resulting thiolate derivatized 

complexes of the { M-"IC} core, [M{ CH~N(CH~CH~S)~)("CSH~N)- ("NCsH4N)I 

[M = Tc @a), Re (W, [Re{CsH3N-2,6-(CH2S)2 ~("C~H4N)(NHNc~H4N)1(3), 

[Re{ O(CH2CH2Sh 1 ("c5H4N) (NHNCSH~N)~ (41, [RecGH4N-2- 

CHZS)(NNCSH~N)(NHNC~H)I(~), and [Re(2-sc5H3N-3-siMe3)2(N"4N) 
("CsH4N)I (6) were characterized spectroscopically, and in the instances of 2b, 3 and 

5 by x-ray crystallography. 

The model chemistry invariably shows the presence of the technetium(III)- 

bisorganohydrazino core, {Tc(H,NNR)~}~+. However, in the case of the technetium 

complex of "IC-peptide with tricine and triphenylphosphine as coligands, Liu and 

Edwards have convincingly demonstrated that the complex formed is formulated as the 

Tc-monoh ydrazino species, [Tc(HYNIC-peptide)(q4-H*tricine)(PPh3)]. In order to 

reconcile the apparent contradictions, we undertook a detailed investigation of the model 

chemistry of the metal-organohydrazino core, for M = Tc and Re. 

Our earlier investigations suggested that chelating organoh ydrazine ligands in the 

presence of phosphine coligands yielded monohydrazino species of which 

[Re { NNC(O)Ph}C12(PPh3)2] (7) is representative. We confirmed this observation using 

Figure 3. The structures of [Re(HYNIC-ly~ine)Cl~(pE'h3)~] (7) (left) and [Re("IC- 

lysine)(M~EDDA)(PPh3)] (8) (right). 



"IC-1 ysine as a model for the "IC-peptide and dimethylethylenediamhediacetic 

acid as the N,O-donor coligand in the presence of triphenylphosphine (Figure 3). As 

anticipated, the ultimate product Be("IC-lys)(Me2EDDA)(PPh3)] (8) exhibits a 

single coordinated " I C  unit and, curiously, a monodentate coordination mode. 

Subsequently, a series of model compounds, incorporating a range of polyhydric and 

N,S-donor ligands was prepared and structurally characterized, including 

[Tc(NNC5Hy)(PPh3)(q3-H2tricine)l (91, [TC(HNNC&WN"Y)&W"~- 

mannitol)] (lo), [TcCl(H"C~Hy)(NNC~~)(q2-SCH2C~H4N)] (11) and 

[Tc(HNNC~~)(NNC&T~"~N( (SCH2)2C5H3N}] (12), shown in Figure 4. These results 

confirm that the Tc-bishydrazino core is persistent, but that in the presence of 

triphenylphosphine andor certain polyhydric ligands, the monohydrazino core may be 

isolated. 

Figure 4. Common core structures for technetium and rhenium. 



The series of compounds [Re(”NC~HdV)(”C&”)Cl3] (lb), 

[R~(HNNCSH~N)(NNC~H~V){ (SCH212C5H3N 11 (131, [Re(”Ic-lYS)2cl3l (1419 
[Re(”IC-lys)2{ (SCH2)2C5H3N}] (15), [Re(”IC-f-MLFX)2Cl3] (16) and 

[M(HYNIC-f-MLFK)2 { (SCH2)2C5H3N}] (17) were prepared and characterized by 

elemental analysis, ‘H-nmr, I3C-nmr, 2-D-nmr, and mass spectroscopy. The results were 

consistent with the presence of the { M(HYNIC-R)2}’+ core in all cases. A view of the 

structure of 17 with M = Tc, based upon mass spectroscopy and nmr fitting, is shown in 

Figure 5. 

Figure 5. Proposed structure of the radiolabeled conjugate 
[Tc{ (SCH2CH2)2NCH3)}(”IC-f-MLm()2] (17). 

These structural results are significant in view of the improved target 

accumulation and background reduction associated with [Tc(HYNIC-f- 

MLFK)2{ (SCH&CsH3N}]. First, the structures of the model coordination compounds 

suggest that the peptides (not the a-nitrogens atoms of the “ I C  moieties) adopt a 

trans orientation. This minimizes the steric interface of the two peptides with each other 

and may allow either peptide access to the formyl-MLF receptor. If the peptides were cis 

to each other they may interfere with bonding to the receptor by interacting with each 

other or by sterically blocking the approach of the other to the receptor. This speculation 

has yet to be proven; however, the fact that the a-nitrogen of ” I C  will not coordinate 

trans to the a-nitrogen of a second “ I C  would dispose the peptides in a mutually 

trans arrangement. Furthermore, the improvement in biological behavior may be derived 

from the likelihood that in vivo ligand substitution (via glutathione or cysteine) is 

unfavorable due to the tridentate nature of NS2. Previous work with the bidentate 

pyridinethiol and pyrimidinethiol showed two pyridinethiol ligands attached to the metal 

core: one bidentate and one monodentate through the sulfur. The monodentate 



pyridinethiol is potentially labile due to the single attachment mode and the trans 

influence of the sulfur from the bidentate pyridinethiol. On the other hand, the NS2 

ligand may enhance the persistence of the complex by adopting a meridional coordination 

mode for a tridentate chelate. 

While these results were significant, several observations made in the course of 

these investigations were less encouraging. In contrast to the pyridylhydrazino derivative 

lb, the “ I C  analogue [Re(HNNC~HJV-4-CO2H)(NNC&I&H-4-C02H)Cl3] (18) can 

only be isolated in 60% yield from a mixture which also contains a significant amount of 

a monohydrazino material of composition [Re2O(HYNIC)2C14(solvent)] (19) from 

elemental analysis, mass spectroscopy and nmr analysis. The relative amount of 19 
formed is dependant on the MeOwH20 ratio of the reaction mixture, increasing with 

H20 content. Since labeling studies are carried out in aqueous media, purification and 

yield concerns appear to be issues innate to the chemistry. Furthermore, the coligand 

chemistry is not without complications. The reactions of 18 with various thiolate 

coligands, including pyridinethiol, { (SCH~)~NCSH~}~- ,  and mercatomethylimidazole, 

invariably produces the desired product, such as 20, and a binuclear species of which 

[Re20(HxNNCsHy)4(SC3H2N2CH3)2] (21) is characteristic (see Figures 6-8). These 

observations dramatically illustrate the inherent difficulties associated with the 

coordination chemistry of the Tc-Re-organoh ydrazino system which must be overcome in 

developing an effective inaging agent. 

Figure 6. The structure of 18. Figure 7. The structure of 20. Figure 8. The 

structure of 21. 
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111. Bifunctional chelates for use in activated automated peptide synthesis. 
ZZZ. 1. The Metal Precursor: The (M(CO)&' Core. While the " I C  approach 

to infection imaging proved successful, there were a number of disadvantages: the 

synthesis of the "IC-peptide conjugate is quite involved and the 

coordinatiodcoligand chemistry results in additional synthetic and structural 

complexities. Consequently, we concluded that it would be expedient to develop 

approaches exploiting other Tc-core substructures. Recently, the remarkable Tc(1) core 

{ Tc(C0)3}+l has been demonstrated to provide an ideal geometry for the labeling of 

receptor and biomolecules with high specific activity with retention of the biological 

activity and specificity. 

The TcQ-tricarbonyl core offers a numbers of advantages for the design of novel 

radiopharmaceuticals: (i) Albert0 and coworkers developed a facile route to the important 

intermediate { M(H20)3(C0)3}+ from the permetalate salt MOi under atmospheric 

pressure of CO and exploiting a reducing agent such as NaB&; (ii) the complexes are 
water-soluble and readily undergo ligand exchange; (iii) the {TC(CO)~)+~ core is 

chemically robust and maintains its integrity under the most forcing conditions; (iv) the 

organometallic nature of the core renders chelation more covalent in character. 

ZZZ. 2. Ligand design and coordination chemistry. Ligand design is facilitated by 

the readily achieved substitution chemistry at the aqua sites of the { M(C0)3(H20)3}+' (M 

= Tc, Re) and { Re(CO)3 X (H20)2} (X = C1, Br) species, and the coordination 

preferences of Tc(I) and Re(1) for nitrogen and oxygen donors. For example, we have 

found that [NEt&[Re(C0)3Br3] reacts quantitatively with 2-aminomethylpyridine (amp) 

to give [Re(C0)3Br(amp)] (22), shown in Figure 9. Similarly, the reaction of bis- 

(methyl-2-pyridy1)dne (bamp) with [NEt&[Re(C0)3Br3] yields 

[Re(C0)3{ (C&I"4NH2)2NH}]Br (23), shown in Figure 10. 
This observation suggested the design of bifunctional chelators constructed from 

amino acids, so as to provide a donor set for effective coordination of Tc(1) and a linker 

group for attachment to peptide units. The significance of this ligand design is that the 

bifunctional chelators may be developed as reagents for direct incorporation into 

conventional solid phase peptide syntheses, thus exploiting the considerable advantages 

in purity, cost, scale and design afforded by solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS). In a 



preliminary study, the fl-alanine derivative (NCs&CH2)2NCH2CH2C02H (bis-2- 

pyridylmeth yl- 

~~ 

Figure 10. A view of thestructure of the cationic 
complex [Re(CO)3(bamp)]+ of Re(CO),(bamp) JBr 
(23. 

Figure 11. The structure of [Tc(CO)3(Wa)]. Figure 12. The structure of [ReCl3(Wa-ehtylester)]. 

aminoethylcarboxylic acid, L3a) was prepared by the methods described elsewhere. 

The Tc(I) complex of L3a [Tc(CO)&3a)] (24) was prepared in nearly quantitative yield 

(Figure 11), as well as an unusual material exhibiting the rhenium(KII)-trichloride core 

~eCl~(L3aethylester)] (25) (Figure 12). The facile preparations of these model 

compounds suggested that a family of bifunctional chelators, derived from simple amino 

acids or bisamino acids could be developed, which through suitable manipulation of the 

ligand donor groups can provide neutral, cationic or anionic Tc(1) complexes. Neutral 

and anionic complexes are represented by [Tc(CO)3{ (NCSJ&CH~)~NCH~CH~S }] (26) 
and [Tc(CO)3 { (02CCH2)2NCH2C&b”4N]-’ (27), respectively (Figures 13 and 14). 
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Figure 13. The structure of 26. 

ZZZ. 3. Bifinctionul chelates and peptide conjugates. Our preliminary studies focused 

on the preparation of model bifunctional chelates derived from 9-amino acids and from E- 

derivatization of lysine. The chelates MC1-3 were prepared by literature methods*' 

n = 1.2,3 

Y % M1-3 
Llc 0 w 

while Llc was isolated as the FMOC derivative as illustrated in Scheme 1. 

Hydroxysuccinimidyl-Fmoc = 

Scheme 1. The synthesis of Llc. 



Since we had established from our “IC-peptide studies that the for-MLF exhibits 

strong binding to high affinity receptors on the white cell membrane, we chose this 

peptide as a model for our SAAC peptides and conjugates. The peptide was prepared by 

solid phase synthetic methods as outlined in Scheme 2. 

i ii @ - o r t  0 2% 0 NHFMOC 

0 

rt?NHFMoc- WeHN 

@ - O r N H m o c  - ~0 
0 

i) a) 20% piplDMF b) HBTUIDIPEAIIU-FMOC-N-DdelysOH 
ii) a) 20% pip/DMF b) HBTUIDIPEAIDMFM-FMOC-PheOH 

W H N  

J NHBoc 
I 2 

“2 

I 

iii) a) 20?h pip/DMF b) HBTUIDIPWDMFM-LeUOH 
iv)a) 20% pipIDMF b) HBTUIDIPEAIDMFM-formyl-MetOH I 

Scheme 2. The solid phase synthesis and deprotection of the peptide for-MLPKG. 

As a test of the versatility of the SAAC approach, two classes of ligand-peptide 

conjugate were now prepared the “external chelate” in which the chelating moiety is 

attached to the -NH2 side arm of the peptide (analogous to the “IC incorporation) and 

the “internal chelate’’ in which the derivatized amino aciddonor group is incorporated 

into the peptide chain itself as a single amino acid with a chelating functional group. 

Representative solid phase syntheses of these two types of conjugate are illustrated in 

Schemes 3 and 4, respectively. 



Scheme 3. Representative synthesis of an “external chelate” conjugate. 

Scheme 4. Representative synthesis of an “internal chelate” conjugate. 



III. 4. Preparation of Rhenium and Technetium Complexes: Synthetic Strategies and 

Stabilities of the Radioconjugates. The { M(CO)3}+l (M = Tc, Re) derivatives were 

prepared in nearly quantitative yield from the free conjugate or by incorporation of the 

preformed [M(CO)3(Llc)] complex into the solid phase 

peptide synthesis, as illustrated in Scheme 5. The advantage of this latter approach is the 

purity of the final product. 

Scheme 5. "External chelate" approach to the solid phase synthesis of the 

{ Re(C0)3}" complex of the conjugate. 

The complexes were analyzed by elemental analysis, HPLC and nmr spectroscopy 

and demonstrated to be monophasic, pure compounds. HPLC showed a single peak, and 

the nmr spectrum, shown below is consistent with the structure and a single product. 
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Figure 15. The ‘H nmr spectrum of 

[Re(C0)3 { f-MLFK(Llc)G](TFA). 

8.5 8.0 7.5 7.0 6.5 6.0 S.S 5.0 4.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.5 1.0 ppn 

The 99”rc analogues were prepared from the reaction of { TC(CO)~(H~O)~)+~, 

obtained using a previously prepared kit (Mallinckodt, Inc) , with f-MLFK(L1c)G and 

other “external” and “internal chelates” in ethanoVDMS0. The Tc complexes were 

characterized by radiochromatographic and electrophoretic methods. The radio-HPLC 

traces gave a single peak associated with the product conjugate and minor peaks 

associated with ca. 5% of the total Tc content with considerably different retention times. 

The stability of the radioconjugates toward oxidation, hydrolysis and transchelation 

was investigated in vitro by challenging the 99”’Tc conjugates with histidine, cysteine and 

model chelators of the L3 class.‘ The radioconjugates were incubated at 37OC for 5 and 

24 h in 400 molar excess of the challenging reagent. 

Figure 17. C18 radio-HPLC trace of 
[Tc(CO),( f-MLFK(Llc)G-OH]+l, after 
24 h incubation with cysteine. 



~. 
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Recovery of the 99”rc complex was of the order of 90-95% after 24 h incubation with the 

challenging reagents, demonstrating that these radioconjugates are robust chemical 

species which effectively coordinate and anchor the { Tc(C0)3}+l subunit for imaging 

purposes. A representative radio-HPLC plot is shown in Figure 17. 
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